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ON APRIL 8, a total solar eclipse will darken a path across the US. 

 

From Texas to Maine, some 31 million Americans will experience totality, and many will travel, to 

witness what is anticipated to be the most watched celestial event in the nation’s history.  

 

While most will view the eclipse as simply an awesome natural spectacle, some consider it a sign from 

God. 

 

Here are 18 reasons why: 

 

 

1. CREATED FOR SIGNS     

 

Scripture says the sun and moon were created to serve as “signs” to mark sacred times (Gen. 1:14). The 

April eclipse, an astronomical phenomenon that involves both the sun and moon, occurs on the eve of 

the biblical New Year, Nisan 1, a sacred time on God’s calendar. 

 

 

2. SIGN OF JESUS’ COMING  

 

Of all the signs of the Day of the Lord, the most frequently mentioned in Scripture is a darkened sun, or 

total solar eclipse (Rev. 6:12; Joel 2:31; 3:14, 15; Isa. 13:9-10; Matt. 24:29; Mark 13:24; Luke 21:25-27; 

Acts 2:20, 21; Ezek. 32:8). 

 

 

3. WARNING FOR GENTILES  

 

According to the Talmud, solar eclipses are a sign for the Gentile world (Succah 29a). Since America is the 

leading Gentile nation, a sign for the US may be considered a sign for the whole world. 

 

 

4. JUBILEE NATION 

 

The eclipse occurs above the nation uniquely founded on the biblical principle of “liberty,” or Jubilee 

(Lev. 25:10). From the original US charters, to the iconic symbols and currency, the theme of liberty, or 



Jubilee, is ever-present. Even the number of states—50—signifies Jubilee. Thus, a sign viewed from the 

US may be considered a Jubilee sign. 

 

 

5. JUBILEE YEAR 

 

The eclipse above the “Jubilee nation” occurs during a calculated Jubilee year. The calculation derives 

from the only Bible prophecy that mentions a Jubilee period:  

 

“From the time the word goes out to restore and rebuild Jerusalem until Messiah the prince comes, 

there will be seven sevens” [or one Jubilee period] (Dan. 9:25). 

 

Following millennia of Gentile rule, Jerusalem was restored to its original owners, the Jews, in June 

1967. Counting Daniel’s “seven sevens” from the start of the first Sabbatical week after 1967, which is 

1974, the 50th year, or Jubilee, spans 2023–24. 

 

 

6. AMERICA’S FIFTH JUBILEE 

 

Per our Jubilee calculation, the eclipse occurs during America’s fifth Jubilee. (The nation’s first Jubilee 

was 1778, the year following Sabbatical year 1777).  

 

That the “Jubilee nation” has existed for exactly five Jubilees is significant because the number five 

denotes a period of grace or Divine favor. While God has certainly “shed His grace” on the US, the 

impending eclipse may be a sign that the grace period is over. 

 

 

7. ISRAEL’S 70th JUBILEE  

 

Per our Jubilee calculation, the eclipse occurs during the 70th Jubilee since the Israelites entered the 

Promised Land and began counting the 49-year cycle 

 

1408–07 BC + 70 Jubilees = 2023–24. 

 

This is significant because the number 70 is associated with a release from captivity and a return to one’s 

land—the main themes of Jubilee (Jer. 29:10; Ex. 15:27; Lev. 25:8–54). 

 

 

8. SEVEN JERUSALEMS AND THE JUBILEE ‘X’ 

 

The 2024 eclipse occurs seven years after the “Great American Eclipse” of 2017. What is really 

remarkable, however, is that both eclipse-paths cross over seven US cities named “Salem,” an alternate 

name for Jerusalem:  



The 2017 path crosses over Salems in Oregon, Idaho, Wyoming, Nebraska, Missouri, Kentucky, and South 

Carolina.  

 

The 2024 path crosses over Salems in Arkansas, Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio, and three in Texas. 

 

The “7 X 7” Salems recall the Jubilee prophecy in Daniel, where a restoration of Jerusalem initiates a 

count of “seven sevens” (Dan. 9:25). 

 

Another Jubilee correlation is that the 2017 and 2024 eclipse paths intersect to form a giant X across the 

US, the center point of which is an area of Southern Illinois called “Little Egypt.” In Scripture, Egypt is 

synonomous with a release from bondage, as in the Jubilee (Ex. 6:6; Lev. 25:10). 

 

To appreciate the unlikelihood of the eclipse paths intersecting at Little Egypt, consider that on average a 

given location on earth sees a total solar eclipse about once every 400 years, yet America’s Little Egypt 

will see two total eclipses in only seven years. 

 

Finally, the widths of the respective eclipse paths evoke the Jubilee: The 2017 path was 70 miles wide, 

denoting a release from bondage (Jer. 29:10; Ex. 15:27). The 2024 eclipse path is 120 miles wide, 

corresponding to the 120 jubilees in God’s 6,000-year plan of redemption (Gen. 6:3). There were also 

120 believers gathered at the first Pentecost, the festival called the “little Jubilee” (Gen. 6:3; Acts 1, 2). 

 

 

9. JUBILEE ASTEROIDS 

 

The eclipse occurs days before two Jubilee-themed asteroids, “50 Virginia” and “652 Jubilatrix,” enter 

the constellation Virgo.  

 

Significantly, the pair of asteroids previously entered Virgo in August 2023, lingering there throughout 

the fall, before transitioning into Libra. In mid-April 2024, however—soon after the solar eclipse—the 

Jubilee asteroids re-enter Virgo, and remain there into August. 

 

It is striking that the Jubilee-themed asteroids—one of which is named “50 Virginia” (Jubilee Virgin)—

linger in the virgin–bride constellation (Virgo), during a calculated Jubilee year. 

 

 

10. JUBILEE CONSTELLATION 

 

The eclipse occurs in the constellation Pisces, the sign of the fishes that depicts God’s people in bondage.  

 

Significantly, the eclipse occurs precisely on the Band that binds the fish pointed toward Aquarius, the 

water bearer who symbolizes Jesus. A week later, the Sun crosses the Band that binds the fish pointed 

toward Andromeda, the chained woman.  

 



 
 

An eclipse on the Band of the fish pointed toward Aquarius (Jesus) evokes the ultimate Jubilee, when the 

bonds of mortality are broken and believers are caught up into the heavens to meet the Lord (1 Cor. 

15:51–54; 1 Thess. 4:13–17). 

 

 

11. PLANETARY ATTENDANTS  

 

The eclipse will be flanked on either side by the two planets that symbolize Jesus. To the immediate left, 

the “King Planet,” Jupiter, will be visible in the constellation Aries, the Lamb. To the right, even nearer, 

the “bright morning star” that represents the coming Lord will be dazzling in Pisces, the Jubilee 

constellation. 

 

Given how planets are continuously wandering relative to the Sun, it is striking that during the eclipse, 

the two largest and brightest, which happen to symbolize Jesus, will be visible on either side of the 

darkened solar disc. 

 

 

12. WEDDING SIGN AND SIGNATURE  

 

The eclipse occurs six months after an annular (ring-shaped) solar eclipse—also visible in the US—

occurred in the left hand, or ring-finger, area of Virgo.  

 

The wedding-ring eclipse of October 2023 is significant for two reasons:   

 

First, it occurred in the year after a Sabbath (seventh) year. The day or year after the Sabbath is a biblical 

time of weddings: God wed Israel on the day after a Sabbath (Lev. 23:15, 16; Ex. 19). The Church was 



betrothed to the Lord on the day after a Sabbath (Lev. 23:15, 16; Acts 2). Jacob, a type of Christ, married 

Leah after seven years, and then wed Rachel after seven days (Gen. 29:14–30). 

 

The second noteworthy thing about the wedding-ring eclipse of 2023 is that its path intersects the paths 

of the 2017 and 2024 American eclipses to form the first and last letters of the Hebrew alphabet, the 

Aleph and Tav.  

 

Since Jesus is called the “first and the last” (Rev. 22), the first and last letters of the Hebrew alphabet 

represent a type of ‘signature’ of God. Moreover, the Hebrew letter Tav (X) by itself signifies a signature. 

The double reference to a signature is significant because when something is signed—as the US will be 

after the impending eclipse—it is considered finished. 

 

 

13. 70 DAYS TILL PENTECOST 

 

The eclipse occurs 70 days before Pentecost. This is significant because: 

 

• Pentecost is the harvest festival associated with the Church (Acts 2). 

 

• Pentecost is called the “little Jubilee.” 

 

• The number 70 denotes a release from bondage, as in the Jubilee (Jer. 29:10; Ex. 15:27). 

 

 

14. JUBILEE WAR 

 

The eclipse occurs as Israel is engaged in its first major war in 50 years, the span of a Jubilee. 

Significantly, the war of 50 years ago, the Yom Kippur War, began on the Day of Atonement, the day on 

which the Jubilee is declared (Lev. 25:8–10). 

 

 

15. DIVIDING THE LAND FOR PEACE 

 

The eclipse coincides with a renewed push by the US State Department to create a Palestinian State, 

thus dividing the Land of Israel, in order to achieve what it calls a lasting “peace and security” for the 

region. 

 

This is significant for two reasons. First, God warns that He will judge the nations who divide the Land 

(Joel 3:2). Second, Paul informs the Church that the Day of the Lord will begin while people are saying 

“peace and security” (1 Thess. 5:3). 

 

 

 

http://tinyurl.com/bdzzjycv
http://tinyurl.com/bdzzjycv
http://tinyurl.com/2vbr9kyt


16. TRUMP’S “SEVENS” AND OTHER HARBINGERS 

 

The eclipse occurs seven years after the 50th “Jubilee” anniversary of the restoration of Jerusalem in 

1967. 

 

While 2017 was not an actual Jubilee, it was a year of Jubilee-related signs: 

 

• Donald Trump, whose last name means “trumpet,” was inaugurated president of the “Jubilee 

nation” as he turned 70 years, 7 months, and 7 days old. Significantly, Trump was born on the 

biblical date Sivan 15, the Day of Pentecost, according to the Book of Jubilees. 

 

• Trump became the first US President since the 1967 restoration to recognize Jerusalem as the 

capital of Israel.  

 

• On the same day that the Great American Eclipse traced a path across seven US cities named 

Salem, Trump’s son-in-law, Jared Kushner, flew to the Middle East to begin work on a peace plan 

that would propose dividing Jerusalem.  

 

• Thirty-three days after the Great American Eclipse, during the Feast of Trumpets, a one-of-a-kind 

astronomical alignment in Virgo inspired many Christians to start watching the signs in the 

heavens. 

 

 

17. HORNED COMET 

 

During the eclipse, a massive and unusually bright comet named “12/P Pons–Brooks” will be visible in 

the neighboring constellation Aries, the lamb.  

 

Like the eclipse, Comet Pons–Brooks is brimming with biblical symbolism: 

 

• The comet was discovered by astronomer Jean-Louis Pons in Sabbatical year 1812, and 

subsequently recovered in Sabbatical year 1883, by William Brooks. The name Pons means the 

“way” or “path-maker.” Jesus is the “way” or “path” to salvation (John 14:6; Matt. 7:13, 14). The 

name “Brooks” means “flowing stream or torrent” and has a dual connotation pertaining to the 

“waters of life” that flow from the Lamb, and the “flood” of judgment unleashed upon the 

wicked (Rev. 7:17; 22:1; Matt. 24:37–39; Isa. 59:19). 

 

• Comet Pons–Brooks has an orbit of just over 70 years, evoking the Jews’ liberation from 

captivity after 70 years (Jer. 29:10). 

 

• According to astronomers, the most intriguing characteristic of Comet Pons–Brooks is its ability 

to produce unexpected outbursts in brightness, likely due to gas jetting from a fissure on the 



comet’s nucleus. The sudden brightening recalls how, when Jesus comes, He will destroy the 

wicked with the brightness of His coming (2 Thess. 2:8).  

 

• The outbursts of intense brightness by Comet Pons–Brooks cause the misshapen coma to 

resemble the horns of a bull. In the biblical Zodiac (Mazzaroth) Taurus the bull is a picture of 

Jesus coming to pierce through His enemies. 
 

• Seeing how Comet Pons–Brooks resembles a bull, it is significant that the US, home to nearly 

half the world’s Jews, is believed to be home to the scattered tribe of Israel that is represented 

by a bull, Ephraim (Deut. 33:17). But there is more. The aforementioned letter Aleph ‘signature’ 

formed by the eclipse is a pictograph of a bull. Thus, we have a comet that resembles a bull, 

appearing above the nation associated with a bull (Ephraim–US), which is marked with the 

Hebrew letter that pictures a bull! 

 

• With the bull symbolism in view, it is striking that Comet Pon–Brooks will each perihelion, or 

maximum brightness, as it enters the constellation Taurus the bull. 

 

• After visiting Taurus, Pons–Brooks will enter the constellation Eridanus, a name that means 

“River of the Judge.”  

 

• On June 2, Comet Pons–Brooks will reach its closest point to Earth, at a distance of 144 million 

miles, evoking the “144,000 virgins” who are sealed for redemption before judgment begins 

(Rev. 7, 14).  

 

Needless to say, Comet Pons–Brooks is a remarkable sign by itself. That it will be visible to the 

immediate left of the eclipse adds significance to both. 

 

 

18. BOTANICAL SIGN 

 

The eclipse coincides with an important botanical sign, the flowering of grapevines in Israel. According 

to grape growers, the second week of April is when the tender vines form flowers that give off an 

intoxicating fragrance. This is significant because in Song of Songs, the last seasonal clue mentioned 

before the shepherd comes to gather his Gentile bride is flowering grapevines: 

 

“The vines in flower yield their sweet smell. Arise, my love, my beautiful one, and come away” (Song 

2:13 DRB). 

 

Assuming that the above is an allusion to the Rapture, the flowering of grape vines in Israel—beginning 

around the time of the eclipse—is a thrilling sign indeed, marking the start of a season of heightened 

anticipation. 

 

 



SUMMARY 

 

ON APRIL 8, a total solar eclipse will darken a 120-mile-wide path across the US. 

 

The eclipse . . . 

 

• Will be the most watched celestial event in US history. 

 

• Occurs on the eve of the biblical New Year, Nisan 1. 

  

• Occurs above the “Jubilee nation,” during a Jubilee year.  

 

• Occurs during America’s fifth jubilee, denoting a period of grace. 
 

• Occurs during Israel’s 70th Jubilee, denoting a release from bondage. 

 

• Completes a giant X and Aleph–Tav ‘signature’ across the US, denoting completion. 

 

• Crosses over seven Salems, like the 2017 eclipse. 

 

• Occurs days before two jubilee-themed asteroids enter the virgin constellation, Virgo. 

 

• Occurs on the Band of Pisces, the constellation that depicts God’s people in bondage. 

 

• Is flanked on either side by the planets that symbolize Jesus, Jupiter and Venus. 

 

• Occurs six months after a “wedding-ring” eclipse in Virgo. 

 

• Occurs in the year after a Sabbatical year, a biblical time of weddings. 

 

• Occurs 70 days ahead of Pentecost, the harvest festival associated with the Church. 

 

• Occurs 50-plus years after Israel’s last major war began on Yom Kippur, the day the Jubilee is 

declared. 

 

• Occurs as the US is pressuring Israel to divide the Land for peace. 

 

• Occurs seven years after the Jubilee/Trump/Jerusalem harbingers of 2017. 

 

 
 

 



• Traces the Hebrew letter that pictures a bull, across the nation associated with a bull, as a comet 

that resembles a bull appears nearby. 

 

• Occurs as grape vines are beginning to flower in Israel. 

 

According to Scripture, a darkened sun may be a sign of the impending Day of the Lord. 

 

The particulars of the 2024 total eclipse—the last one to cast a shadow across the “Jubilee nation” until 

2045—suggest that it is such a sign. 

 

If our reading is correct, Jesus is coming soon to liberate countless believers from the bondage of mortal 

existence. Precisely when, no one knows, but there is every reason to believe that it could be this year. 

 

 

 

. . . 

 

 

 

NOTES: 

 

1. 2024 eclipse animation: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_eclipse_of_April_8,_2024#/media/File:SE2024Apr08T.gif 

 

2. About the 2024 total solar eclipse: https://www.almanac.com/total-solar-eclipse-2024-path-totality-across-

americas#:~:text=The%20path%20of%20totality%20goes,%2Dmile%2Dwide%20eclipse%20path. 

 

3. America, the Jubilee nation, by T.W. Tramm: 

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-

35306783/documents/586bfffddeac4dc1b1448ea3c5c9b49b/ECLIPSE%20SIGNS%20JUBILEE%20AND%20AMERICA

S%20PROPHETIC%20DESTINY.pdf 

 

4. Daniel’s Jubilee calculation (chart): https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-

35306783/documents/0914ab8706874dab8a231c932b6b8ef3/DANIELS%20SEVEN%20WEEKS%20UNTIL%20MESSI

AH%202023%20rev%20b.pdf 

 

5. Supporting the 2023–24 Jubilee calculation, the Sabbatical year prior (5782 Hebrew) is divisible by 49, a 

characteristic unique to Sabbatical years preceding Jubilees. 

 

6. A popular view is that Daniel 9:25 was fulfilled at Jesus’ first coming. The seven weeks are added to the sixty-two 

weeks to make 69 weeks, and then counted from Artaxerxes’ 457 BC decree to rebuild Jerusalem, to arrive at 27 

AD, the year Jesus was anointed Messiah. While the above certainly represents a fulfillment, there is no reason to 

believe it is the ultimate fulfillment. In fact, since Daniel’s prophecy encompasses God’s whole plan of redemption, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_eclipse_of_April_8,_2024#/media/File:SE2024Apr08T.gif
https://www.almanac.com/total-solar-eclipse-2024-path-totality-across-americas#:~:text=The%20path%20of%20totality%20goes,%2Dmile%2Dwide%20eclipse%20path
https://www.almanac.com/total-solar-eclipse-2024-path-totality-across-americas#:~:text=The%20path%20of%20totality%20goes,%2Dmile%2Dwide%20eclipse%20path
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/586bfffddeac4dc1b1448ea3c5c9b49b/ECLIPSE%20SIGNS%20JUBILEE%20AND%20AMERICAS%20PROPHETIC%20DESTINY.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/586bfffddeac4dc1b1448ea3c5c9b49b/ECLIPSE%20SIGNS%20JUBILEE%20AND%20AMERICAS%20PROPHETIC%20DESTINY.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/586bfffddeac4dc1b1448ea3c5c9b49b/ECLIPSE%20SIGNS%20JUBILEE%20AND%20AMERICAS%20PROPHETIC%20DESTINY.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/0914ab8706874dab8a231c932b6b8ef3/DANIELS%20SEVEN%20WEEKS%20UNTIL%20MESSIAH%202023%20rev%20b.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/0914ab8706874dab8a231c932b6b8ef3/DANIELS%20SEVEN%20WEEKS%20UNTIL%20MESSIAH%202023%20rev%20b.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/0914ab8706874dab8a231c932b6b8ef3/DANIELS%20SEVEN%20WEEKS%20UNTIL%20MESSIAH%202023%20rev%20b.pdf


which entails two appearances of Messiah, it stands to reason that the year of both appearances would be given. 

This, I believe, is why the seven and sixty-two weeks are mentioned separately, to allow for the calculation of two 

appearances of Messiah, based on the two historical returns to Jerusalem, the former one in 457 BC, and the latter 

in 1967. 

 

7. There is debate as to the correct start month of the Jubilee year. Some say it begins at Nisan, the biblical “first 

month” (Ex. 12), while others say it begins at Tishrei, when the Jubilee is declared by a trumpet blast (Lev. 25:9, 

10).  

 

8. Concerning the reckoning of Sabbatical years, it is important to note that there are two accepted chronologies. 

The first chronology was published circa 1856 by Benedict Zuckermann, and is the Sabbatical calendar used in Israel 

today. The second chronology, which proposes Sabbatical dates one year later than Zuckermann’s, was published 

by Ben Zion Wacholder in 1973. Because Wacholder had access to ancient documents not available to Zuckermann, 

scholars generally favor his chronology. It is also interesting to consider a number of coincidences around the man 

himself: 

 

• Wacholder was born in a Sabbatical year (1924) preceding a Jubilee. 

 

• Wacholder published his work on the Sabbatical cycle in a Sabbatical year (1973) preceding a Jubilee, at 

the age of 49. 

 

• Wacholder was born one week before Tishrei 1, and died one week before Nisan 1 (September 21, 1924 

and March 29, 2011, respectively). Thus, the scholar known for his chronology of Sabbatical weeks was 

born and died exactly one week before the dates from which Sabbatical weeks are counted. 

 

9. America’s Grace Period, by TW Tramm:  https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-

35306783/documents/502d0095b2bd4aa780971ca27c605401/IS%20AMERICAS%20GRACE%20PERIOD%20ENDIN

G.pdf 

 

10. During America’s first Jubilee in 1778, a total solar eclipse, the first one recorded in the US, darkened a path 

from the lower Carolinas to New England, the area of the original colonies. The eclipse occurred in the 

constellation Gemini, the sign that depicts the wedding union. 

 

11. Jerusalem is twice referred to as “Salem” in Scripture (Gen. 14:18; Ps.76:2): 

 

12. The 2024 eclipse path crosses over seven Salems:  

 

Salem (Fulton County) Arkansas  

 

Salem, Illinois  

 

Salem, Kentucky  

 

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/502d0095b2bd4aa780971ca27c605401/IS%20AMERICAS%20GRACE%20PERIOD%20ENDING.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/502d0095b2bd4aa780971ca27c605401/IS%20AMERICAS%20GRACE%20PERIOD%20ENDING.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/502d0095b2bd4aa780971ca27c605401/IS%20AMERICAS%20GRACE%20PERIOD%20ENDING.pdf


Salem, Ohio  

 

Salem (Smith County) Texas 

 

Salem (Wood County) Texas 

 

Salem (Milam County) Texas 

 

Note: There are also Salems in Oklahoma, Missouri, and New York, but they are outside the path of totality, at 

98.5%, 99.1%, and 97.7% lunar coverage, respectively. 

 

13. Comparing the 2017 and 2024 solar eclipses, it is significant that the latter is nearly twice as long in duration, 

darkens a more densely populated area (31 million as opposed to 12 million), and occurs during the sun’s solar 

maximum cycle, as opposed to the solar minimum, as in 2017. 

 

14. More on the Jubilee-asteroids, by T.W. Tramm: 

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-

35306783/documents/e4f05d27bcd74385bfff6a344c125aba/Signs%20in%20the%20Heavens%20-

%20Jubilee%20Confirmation%20rev%20a.pdf 

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-

35306783/documents/e7148d7950c7487291493e34970d8b72/Gods%20Heavenly%20Signs%20-

%20Reflecting%20on%20the%20Virgo%20Alignment%20of%202023%20rev%20b.pdf 

 

15. Jubilee asteroid movements in 2024:  

 

Asteroid “Jubilatrix” enters Virgo on April 20 (the day before Comet Pons–Brooks reaches maximum brightness), 

and remains there until August 10.  

 

Asteroid “50 Virginia” enters Virgo on April 12, and remains there until August 31. 

 

16. Leviticus tells us how to calculate the date of Pentecost: “From the day after the Sabbath … count off seven full 

weeks ... and then present an offering of new grain to the LORD” (Lev. 23:15, 16). In 2024, the day after the Sabbath 

following Passover is April 28. Counting seven weeks from this date, we arrive at June 16, Pentecost. 

 

17. During a recent press conference in Israel, US Secretary of State Tony Blinken used the phrase “peace and 

security” several times, stressing that peace “can only come through a regional approach that includes a pathway 

to a Palestinian state,” i.e. by dividing of the land of Israel. 

https://www.timesofisrael.com/full-transcript-of-antony-blinkens-remarks-at-tel-aviv-press-conference/ 

 
 
18. Donald Trump was born on June 14, 1946, corresponding to the biblical date, Sivan 15: 
https://www.hebcal.com/converter?gd=14&gm=6&gy=1946&g2h=1 

 

https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/e4f05d27bcd74385bfff6a344c125aba/Signs%20in%20the%20Heavens%20-%20Jubilee%20Confirmation%20rev%20a.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/e4f05d27bcd74385bfff6a344c125aba/Signs%20in%20the%20Heavens%20-%20Jubilee%20Confirmation%20rev%20a.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/e4f05d27bcd74385bfff6a344c125aba/Signs%20in%20the%20Heavens%20-%20Jubilee%20Confirmation%20rev%20a.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/e7148d7950c7487291493e34970d8b72/Gods%20Heavenly%20Signs%20-%20Reflecting%20on%20the%20Virgo%20Alignment%20of%202023%20rev%20b.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/e7148d7950c7487291493e34970d8b72/Gods%20Heavenly%20Signs%20-%20Reflecting%20on%20the%20Virgo%20Alignment%20of%202023%20rev%20b.pdf
https://storage.googleapis.com/wzukusers/user-35306783/documents/e7148d7950c7487291493e34970d8b72/Gods%20Heavenly%20Signs%20-%20Reflecting%20on%20the%20Virgo%20Alignment%20of%202023%20rev%20b.pdf
https://www.timesofisrael.com/full-transcript-of-antony-blinkens-remarks-at-tel-aviv-press-conference/
https://www.hebcal.com/converter?gd=14&gm=6&gy=1946&g2h=1


19. The Trump peace team flew to the Middle East on August 21, 2017, the day of the Great American Eclipse: 

https://www.algemeiner.com/2017/08/21/kushner-team-heads-to-middle-east-as-arab-leaders-emphasize-no-

peace-without-palestinian-state/ 

 

20. About Comet Pons–Brooks: 

https://www.space.com/devil-comet-12p-pons-brooks-approaching-earth 

 

21. “Pons” name etymology : https://www.etymonline.com/word/pons 

 

22. “Brooks” name etymology: https://www.etymonline.com/search?q=brooks 

 

23. Astronomers are uncertain of what causes the “horn” effect on Comet Pons–Brooks, but speculate that it could 

be the result of an uneven spewing of gas and dust, due to the comet’s structure. 

 

24. In Israel, grape vines are said to flower for about two weeks in mid April: 

https://winesisrael.com/en/150/israeli-

viticulture/#:~:text=These%20vines%20are%20hand%20harvested,in%20the%20middle%20of%20April. 

https://tablascreek.typepad.com/tablas/2015/06/a-perfect-flower-but-not-a-perfect-bloom.html 
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https://www.etymonline.com/word/pons
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https://tablascreek.typepad.com/tablas/2015/06/a-perfect-flower-but-not-a-perfect-bloom.html

